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Abstract

𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 0
𝑁𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑤 𝐸𝑦𝑒𝑠 = 0
𝑀𝑜𝑢𝑡ℎ 𝑆𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑙𝑦 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛 = 0
𝑀𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑒 = 0
𝐵𝑎𝑙𝑑 = 0

𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 0
𝑁𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑤 𝐸𝑦𝑒𝑠 = 0
𝑀𝑜𝑢𝑡ℎ 𝑆𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑙𝑦 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛 = 0
𝑀𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑒 = 0
Q. What if she smile?
𝐵𝑎𝑙𝑑 = 0

The problem of fair classification can be mollified if we develop a method to remove the embedded sensitive information from the classification features. This line of separating
the sensitive information is developed through the causal inference, and the causal inference enables the counterfactual
generations to contrast the what-if case of the opposite sensitive attribute. Along with this separation with the causality, a frequent assumption in the deep latent causal model
defines a single latent variable to absorb the entire exogenous uncertainty of the causal graph. However, we claim that
such structure cannot distinguish the 1) information caused
by the intervention (i.e., sensitive variable) and 2) information correlated with the intervention from the data. Therefore, this paper proposes Disentangled Causal Effect Variational Autoencoder (DCEVAE) to resolve this limitation by
disentangling the exogenous uncertainty into two latent variables: either 1) independent to interventions or 2) correlated
to interventions without causality. Particularly, our disentangling approach preserves the latent variable correlated to interventions in generating counterfactual examples. We show
that our method estimates the total effect and the counterfactual effect without a complete causal graph. By adding a fairness regularization, DCEVAE generates a counterfactual fair
dataset while losing less original information. Also, DCEVAE generates natural counterfactual images by only flipping
sensitive information. Additionally, we theoretically show the
differences in the covariance structures of DCEVAE and prior
works from the perspective of the latent disentanglement.
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Figure 1: Counterfactual examples have a set of information
attributes that are either 1) maintained or 2) altered when the
intervention variable, a, is altered. For example, a counterfactually generated image for aSmiling = 0 should be labeled
as aSmiling = 1, and such change may cause the subsequent
change on descendant attributes of a, xd (i.e. Mouth Slightly
Open and Narrow Eyes) and maintaining the other attributes
intact, xr . CEVAE fails to change xd like Mouth Slightly
Open, while DCEVAE alters it. mCEVAE fails to maintain
attributes which is not caused by a, like hair color for the
counterfactual image, but DCEVAE maintains them.

sensitive variables, without prejudice. Then, the key question on the machine learning research becomes whether we
can separate such prejudices embedded in the data algorithmically or not.
Considering the prejudice by the sensitive variable, the
causal inference is an interesting tool to separate the factors
contributing to decision-making. The objective of causal inference is learning the causal effect of an intervention variable, a, on individual features, x, and an outcome, y. Here,
if we regard the intervention variable in causality as the sensitive variable in decision-making, the learning fairness can
be formulated as the causal inference task (Zhang, Wu, and
Wu 2018; Chiappa 2019; Wu, Zhang, and Wu 2019; Kilbertus et al. 2017). For example, a causal model estimates the
effect of sensitive variables, such as race and gender, on an
admission result (Kusner et al. 2017). Another study shows
a causal model enables a fair clinical risk prediction (Pfohl
et al. 2019). If we focus on modeling the exogenous uncertainty with Variational Autoencoder (VAE) (Louizos et al.

Introduction
Machine learning has penetrated our lives so deep, and its
fairness and societal utilization have become a growing concern in our society (Aleo and Svirsky 2008; Kim, Ghorbani, and Zou 2019). The incident of COMPAS (Brennan,
Dieterich, and Ehret 2009) shows that the learning model
can be a source of unfairness in our judicial system by discriminating people by race. Given that the learners become
unfair only because of training data (Hardt, Price, and Srebro 2016), we ask the question of whether it is feasible to
correct its unfairness from the data or not. Particularly, our
concept of unfairness comes from our societal principle on
equal treatments across races, gender, religion, etc., a.k.a.
Copyright © 2021, Association for the Advancement of Artificial
Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.
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for all y and any value ¬a attainable by A.
Here, U is the set of exogenous variables. ŶA←a and
ŶA←¬a become two different variations by either a and ¬a.
The counterfactual fairness asserts that the estimated distributions on Ŷ s should be identical regardless of the sensitive
value, a.

2017; Pfohl et al. 2019), it has been a common practice to
introduce a single latent variable to reflect all exogenous uncertainty.
We separate different causal effects into multiple latent
variables, so the diverse aspects of an intervention, features,
and an outcome can be related in complex causal graphs.
Subsequently, this separation of causal effects by factors enables complex counterfactual example generations because
we can only intervene in the sensitive variables by leaving other variables intact. This counterfactual generation becomes our barometer in how fair a learning model is. If a
model is fair, the model should result in the same classification for both original and counterfactual instances with an
altered sensitive variable.
This paper starts by claiming the limitation of modeling the exogenous uncertainty with a single latent variable,
and this paper develops a disentangling structure, or Disentamgled Causal Effect VAE (DCEVAE), for counterfactual
generations to relax the limitation. Unlike the previous approaches with a single latent variable to model all features
(Shalit, Johansson, and Sontag 2017; Louizos et al. 2017;
Pfohl et al. 2019), DCEVAE separates the latent variable to
model the exogenous uncertainties either from the intervention or from the feature without the intervention.
As DCEVAE disentangles the uncertainty into two latent variables, DCEVAE has more accurate estimation performances on the total effect and the counterfactual effect
compared to Causal VAE models with a single latent variable. DCEVAE added counterfactual fairness regularization
to generate counterfactual fair examples with less transformation on the original dataset. Also, DCEVAE generates
counterfactual images that do not naturally occur in the
dataset, i.e., women with Mustache, through interventions.
Finally, we analyze DCEVAE structure from the perspective
of linear VAE, and we show DCEVAE is structured to separate the posterior covariance matrix into two parts.

Causality with Variational Autoencoder
Louizos et al. (2017) showed that modeling exogenous variable, U , in a causal graph can be interpreted as an inference task on the latent variables in variational autoencoder
(VAE) (Kingma and Welling 2013). The evidence lower
bound (ELBO) of VAE, MELBO , is derived as follows:
log p(x) ≥ Eqφ (u|x) [log pθ (x|u) + log p(u) − log qφ (u|x)]
=: MELBO .
Louizos et al. (2017) suggested the modified ELBO in Eq.
2, based on a causal graph. In Causal Effect Variational Autoencoder (CEVAE), a is correlated with all x, and a does
not deterministically cause the x. If some of x are caused
by a, the causality from a to x will be embedded in u by
qφ (u|a, x, y) in ELBO. This embedded a in u interrupts the
counterfactual generation of p(y|¬a, u) because the negation only affects a, not the embedded components in u.
MCEVAE = Eq(u|a,x,y) [log p(u) + log p(a, x|u)
+ log p(y|a, u) − log q(u|a, x, y)]
+ log q(a∗ |x∗ ) + log q(y ∗ |x∗ , a∗ ) ,

(2)

where x, a∗ , y ∗ being the observed values in the training set.
To compensate this potential problem in CEVAE, modified version of CEVAE (Pfohl et al. 2019), or mCEVAE,
assumed that x and y are caused by a and u. MmCEVAE uses
the maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) to regularize the
generations to remove the information of a from u, but this
MMD regularization removes u components that is simply
correlated to a, not caused by a.


MmCEVAE = Eq(u|a,x) λx log p(x|a, u) + λy log p(y|a, u)

+ λ1 DM M D qφ (u)||p(u)
X

+ λ2
DM M D qφ (u|a = ak )||p(u) ,
(3)

Preliminaries
Counterfactual Fairness Problem Formulation
The final goal of this paper is to provide a counterfactual fair
classification method through the latent disentanglement.
From this aspect, we start our formulation from the definition of fairness. We define A as the sensitive attributes of
an individual, which should not be used for discriminative
tasks; X as the other observed attributes of individuals; Y
as the dependent variable to estimate; and Ŷ as the model
estimation.
A causal graph specifies M = hU, V, F, P(u)i; and V
is
Pthe set of endogenous variables, P (v) := P (V = v) =
{u|fV (V,u)=v} P (u); and U is the set of exogenous variables, i.e. the stochastic elements of a variable; and F is the
set of deterministic functions, Vi = fVi (P AVi , UVi ) with indicating the parents of Vi as P AVi in a causal graph. With a
causal graph, Eq. 1 defines the counterfactual fairness (Kusner et al. 2017).

P ŶA←a (U ) = y|X = x, A = a
 (1)
= P ŶA←¬a (U ) = y|X = x, A = a ,

ak ∈A

where A is a discrete indicator for a sensitive attribute.
We hypothesize that the accurate counterfactual generation lies in the middle of these two models. We define
xd ⊂ x is a subset of features caused by a whereas xr ⊂ x
is the other subset of irrelevant features to the intervention.
Similarly, we define the exogenous variables of xr and xd
to be ur and ud , respectively. When the counterfactual generation is required, the intervention on a should be imposed
on xd , and xr should be maintained. This disentanglement
is the fundamental motivation of our model, DCEVAE.
Also, CEVAE separates the decoder network into two alternative functions: fa=0 and fa=1 . Therefore, either decoder tends to be updated according to the observed sensitive variable. For example, ith data (xi , ai = 1, yi ) is utilized to learn the parameters of fa=1 . When CEVAE makes
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Figure 2: (a,c,e) Causal graph of CEVAE, mCEVAE, and DCEVAE. If a domain and its causal graph is given, the endogenous
variables, x, of the given causal graph is mapped to either xr or xd ; (b,d,f) Bayesian network corresponding to the causal
graph of CEVAE, mCEVAE, and DCEVAE. Arrows with solid lines denote generative process, and arrows with dashed lines
denote inference process; (g) Neural network structure of DCEVAE in max phase (max MD ) (h) Neural network structure of
DCEVAE in min phase (min LDCEVAE ).
a since xr is correlated with a.
The usual set up in potential outcome framework is intervention a precedes outcome y, and all features x are precedes a. However, x being preceded to a is a strong assumption for the real-world case. The more general case is some
of x occur before a, the exogenous ur → xr , and the rest of
x come after a, the exogenous ud and a will have a common child xd . For instance, let us assume that there is a
woman (a: Gender) who went to a women’s only school (xd :
School). When we compute counterfactual value by intervening a = Male, then the value of school will be changed.
However, this person’s birth year (xr ), which is not a descendant of gender, will not be changed. This consideration
enables a more general causal graph ordering to be incorporated for counterfactual generation based on VAEs.

the counterfactual samples, the latent values from a data instance with a are propagated to the decoder f¬a . However,
the lack of examples of ¬a in traning set can cause inaccuracy of f¬a . To resolve this issue, mCEVAE regularizes
latent variables ua=0 and ua=1 to be similar by using MMD.

Disentanglement with Total Correlation
A latent variable, u, is considered to be disentangled if
each dimension of u is independent of each other. When
we minimize the total correlation of u (TC), the latent variable is disentangled (Kim
and Mnih 2018). Here, T C =

KL q(u)||Πdj=1 q(uj ) , where d is a dimension of u.

Methodology
Causal Structure of Disentangled Causal Effect
Variational Autoencoder

Bayesian Network of Disentangled Causal Effect
Variational Autoencoder

We design the structure of DCEVAE from the causal graph
in Figure 2e. The causal graph specifies the separated causalities from the sensitive variable, a, to the feature variables,
x. Hence, x is divided into the feature variables caused by
sensitive information, xd ; and the other feature variables, xr .
This paper assumes that the causal graph gives the attribute
association to either xd or xr from the domain. For instance,
in Figure 1, if we regard M ale as a sensitive variable because M ale indicates the gender, xd becomes the set of its
descendant variables, xd = {M ustache, Smiling, ...} in
the domain causal graph, and xr is set to be the complementary set of xd in causal graph variables.
This separation also introduces two corresponding exogenous variables: ud and ur . As ud and ur are exogenous variables in Figure 2e where we assume that ur and ud are disentangled. Also, we assumed that xd are affected by a, not
correlated with a; so ud needs to be disentangled with a because xd will be caused by a as an endogenous factor. On the
other hand, ur , which causes xr , may hold the correlated information of a. Therefore, we did not disentangled ur with

The causal graph in Figure 2e translates to a Bayesian network in Figure 2f. Two exogenous variables, ur and ud , in
the causal graph are translated into two latent variables in
the Bayesian network. This Bayesian network corresponds
to the neural network in Figure 2h. The neural network consists of an inference structure on two latent random variables
(qφr and qφd ), and the neural network also includes a structure for disentanglement, as Dψ . The objective function of
DCEVAE, Eq 4, is devised to satisfy the above model structure. The latent variables are inferred by the optimization
of MELBO . The disentanglement of the latent variables is resolved by reducing the total correlation, LT C . In the computation of the total correlation, we use the discriminator Dψ
from MD , so we add an optimization on MD to our objective function, as well. Eventually, our objective becomes the
min-max structure to correspond to the counterfactual generation and the latent disentanglement.
minθ,φ LDCEVAE := −MELBO + βtc LT C
(4)
maxψ MD
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Counterfactual Inference and Counterfactual
Example Generation

With decoder pθ , DCEVAE provides the generative process for a, xd , xr , and y. Since a, x, and y are different in
nature, we differentiate their distributions. We assume that
if x are continuous variables, they follow the Gaussian distribution. We let y be the binary variable of the Bernoulli
trial. xd and y are influenced by a. On the other hand, xr is
only determined by ur and not determined by a. The decoder
structure for a factual data instance is specified as below:

Besides the model structure, a causal graph requires the inference on the exogenous variable to estimate the causal effect, including the total effect and the counterfactual effect.
We match two types of exogenous variables, ud and ur , in
the causal graph to two corresponding latent variables of
DCEVAE. According to the counterfactual inference (Pearl
2009), a counterfactual y can be inferred in following steps:
1. Abduction Infer the distribution of ud and ur with
the encoder network of DCEVAE: q(ud |a, xd , y) and
q(ur |a, xr , y).
2. Action Substitue A with ¬a.
3. Prediction Compute the probability of counterfactual y,
with the decoder network of DCEVAE, p(y|¬a, ud , ur ).
In the third step, prediction, xd could be potentially changed
for intervention ¬a, but xr maintain its value because we
consider causal ordering as ur → xr and (a, ud ) → xd . In
Appendix 3.1, we provide identification of our case.

pθd (xd |a, ud , y) = N (µ = µ̂d , σ 2 = σ̂d2 I);
pθr (xr |ur ) = N (µ = µ̂r , σ 2 = σ̂r2 I);
µ̂r , σ̂r2
µ̂d , σ̂d2

pθy (y|a, ud , ur ) = Bern(π = π̂y );

Disentanglement Loss of DCEVAE

We propose the ELBO to disentangle ud and ur by following
the Bayesian network structure, Figure 2f. We assume that
xd and ur is independent given ud ; and xr and (a, ud ) are independent given ur , as well. Then, the decoder distribution,
pθ (xd , xr , y, ud , ur |a), can be factorized as the below:
pθ (xd , xr , y, ud , ur |a) = p(ud )p(ur )pθ (xd |a, ud )
× pθ (xr |ur )pθ (y|a, ud , ur ) (5)
Also, we assume that the posterior, qφ (ud , ur |a, xd , xr , y),
can be factorized as the Eq. 6.
qφ (ud , ur |a, xd , xr , y) = qφ (ud |a, xd , y)qφ (ur |a, xr , y)
(6)
Given an approximate posterior qφ (ud , ur |a, xd , xr , y), we
obtain the variational lower bound as Eq. 7.
log pθ (xd , xr , y|a)


≥ Eqφ (ud |a,xd ,y)qφ (ur |a,xr ,y) log pθ (y|a, ud , ur )


+ Eqφ (ud |a,xd ,y) log pθ (xd |a, ud )


+ Eqφ (ur |a,xr ,y) log pθ (xr |ur )


+ KL qφ (ud |a, xd , y)||p(ud ) + KL qφ (ur |a, xr , y)||p(ur )
(7)

p(ud ) = N (ud |0, I)f (;

qφ (ud |a, xd , y) = N (µ̄d , σ̄d2 I);

p(ur ) = N (ur |0, I);

qφ (ur |a, xr , y) = N (µ̄r , σ̄r2 I);

µ̄d =
µ̄r =

σ̄d = gdσ (a, xd , y);
σ̄r = grσ (a, xr , y),

Up to this point, we treat each pair (a, ud ) and (ud ,
ur ) to be disentangled. This assumption
minimize LTC =

KL q(a, ur , ud )||q(a, ur )q(ud ) . This KL divergence is intractable because both q(a, ud , ur ) and q(a, ur )q(ud ) are
conditioned on a, xd , and xr . Therefore, we take an alternative approach adopted in FactorVAE (Kim and Mnih
2018). Algorithm 1 in Appendix 3.4 specifies the sampling
from q(a, ur , ud ) and q(a, ur )q(ud ) under the conditions,
and we apply the permutation to minimize LTC . LTC is related to the discriminator Dψ by the density-ratio trick,
which is approximated by a neural network. The output of
Dψ ([a, ud , ur ]) estimates the probability when the density
function takes a sampled input from q(a, ud , ur ), rather than
from q(a, ur )q(ud ). LTC is expressed by Dψ as in Eq. 10.

LTC = KL q(a, ud , ur )kq(a, ur )q(ud )


Dψ (a, ud , ur )
≈ Eq(a,ud ,ur ) log
.
(10)
1 − Dψ (a, ud , ur )
For training the network Dψ , we should maximize MDψ .


MDψ = Eq(a,ud ,ur ) log(Dψ ([a, ud , ur ]))


+ Eq(a,ur )q(ud ) log 1 − Dψ ([a, ud , ur ]) . (11)
Appendix 3.4 provides a whole algorithm of DCEVAE including the minimization of LDCEVAE and the maximization
phase of MD .

In practice, we use the neural network layers to infer the parameters of a Gaussian distribution over the joint space of ud
and ur . To obtain the posterior distribution of qφ , p(ud ), and
p(ur ) are the prior distributions following the Gaussian distribution, and we utilize the reparametrization, accordingly.
The below is the encoder structure for ud and ur .

gdµ (a, xd , y);
grµ (a, xr , y);

π̂y = fy (a, ud , ur )

For counterfactual data generation, we use the same encoder and decoder structure. The only difference is using ¬a
for a decoder output. As mentioned before, a counterfactual
xr is same with the factual xr , while a counterfactual xd and
y are influenced by the counterfactual ¬a.

Evidence Lower Bound of DCEVAE

=: MELBO

(9)

=frµ (ur ), frσ (ur )
=fdµ (a, ud ), fdσ (a, ud )

Theoretic Analysis on Covariance Structure
Eq. 12 defines the posterior distribution of the latent variable, and we derive the stationary point of Σ. (Lucas et al.
2019).

q(u|a, x, y) = N Vu ([a, x, y] − µ) , Σ
(12)
Here, u is [ur , ud ], and Σ is a covariance matrix of the joint
distribution of latent variables. Σ̄ is a covariance matrix of
the permuted u by discriminator Dψ .

(8)
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If [ur , ud ] is well disentangled, Σ should show two block
diagonal matrices corresponding to ur and ud . Proposition
1 provides theoretically analysis of the disentanglement.
Proposition 1. Let Σ∗ be the stationary point of the
LDCEVAE . For a linear DCEVAE, Σ∗ has the form:
n 1
1
1 T T
Σ∗ =
Wr Mr Wr + 2 WdT MdT Wd (13)
2
1+β σ
σ
o−1
1 T
+ diag( 2 Wy Wy ) + I + β(Σ̄−1 )T
, where
 σ



In×n 0n×m
0n×n 0n×m
Mr =
, Md =
0m×n 0m×m
0m×n Im×m

After optimizing Eq. 14, we train a classifier, such as a logistic regression (LR), with the pairs of ŷ with x̂ through the decoder, pθ (xd , xr , y|a, ud , ur ) and pθ (xd , xr , y|¬a, ud , ur ).
The test procedure utilizes the raw input of the testing feature a and x without any modifications.
Counterfactual Image Generation The counterfactual image generation task allocates y to be the image and x to be
the labels which describe the image. a is the label which we
want to intervene on. Unlike the fairness dataset, we modified the encoder, qφ (ud , ur |a, y), because the information
of x is already embedded on an image, y. The counterfactual images are sampled from the decoder, pθ (y|¬a, ud , ur ),
while ud and ur are obtained from the encoder.

with n = |ur | and m = |ud | .
Proof. see Appendix 1.1 for the proof.
We observed that ur and ud has their distinct covariance
blocks from the real dataset due to the masking effect of Mr
and Md . This theoretically shows the disentangling effects
of DCEVAE. Despite the clear disentangling effect from the
masks, the off-diagonal covariance can be feasible by Σ̄, so
we provide Corollary 1. Also, the part of covariance, Md T Σ̄,
is constructed to be independent to a by the Total Correlation loss, LTC , which enforces ud to be independent to a.
Corollary 1. As β → ∞, Σ∗ becomes a covariance matrix
with two blocks on diagonal.
β
1
→ 0, 1+β
→ 1 ⇒ Σ∗ → Σ̄. Also,
Proof. β → ∞ ⇒ 1+β
Σ̄ is designed to permute ud and ur by following Line 8-11,
Algorithm 1, Appendix 3.4; cor(ud , ur ) → 0. Therefore, Σ∗
has two blocks of ud and ur dimensions.
Figure 3c and 3d contrast the covariance structure of DCEVAE to the CEVAE. There is no disentanglement effect on
the covariance of CEVAE, so it cannot distinguish the correlated latent variable from the caused ones. Theoretic analyses on the covariance of CEVAE are in Appendix 1.2.

(a) β = 0

(b) β = 1000

(c) Σ0

Experiments
Datasets and Baselines
Appendix 4.1 provides the dataset details; and Appendix 4.2
enumerates the causal graphs and information of (xd , xr ).
Causal Estimation and Fair Classification We use the UCI
Adult income dataset (Dua and Graff 2017) for causal estimation and fair classification tasks. We treat gender as
a sensitive varible (or intervention) a; income as the outcome y; race, age, and native country as xr ; and other
variables as xd . We benchmark the causal effect estimation on five baselines: CausalGAN (Kocaoglu et al. 2017),
CausalGAN-Incomplete (CausalGAN-IC), conditional VAE
(CVAE) (Sohn, Lee, and Yan 2015), CEVAE, and mCEVAE. CausalGAN-IC has the same generator and discriminator structures as CausalGAN, but CausalGAN-IC used the
same causal graph DCEVAE used. In fairness task, we additionally use Unawareness (CF-UA), Additive Noise (CFAN) (Kusner et al. 2017), and CFGAN (Xu et al. 2019) as
baselines.
Counterfactual Image Generation We use the CelebA
dataset (Liu et al. 2018) for the counterfactual image generation. We treat Mustache as an intervention attribute a; an
image as y; and the other attributes as x. Appendix 5.1 provide a similar experiment with Smiling as an intervention attribute. We seperate xd and xr as the assumed causal graph
in Figure 1. We consider the following baselines for counterfactual image generations: CVAE , CEVAE, mCEVAE,
Conditional GAN (CGAN) (Mirza and Osindero 2014) with
Wasserstein distance (Arjovsky, Chintala, and Bottou 2017)
(denoted as CWGAN), CausalGAN, and CausalGAN-IC.

(d) Σ1

Figure 3: (a,b) The covariance matrix of sampled latent values from DCEVAE with β = 0 and 1000. The dimension of
ud is five, and so is ur . (c,d) Each covariance matrix Σ0 and
Σ1 of sampled latent values from each decoder of CEVAE.

Evaluation Metrics
Applications
Causal Fair Classification The task of causal fairness requires estimating y with the minimized influence of a. When
we assume p(ŷ|a, ud,i , ur,i ) − p(ŷ|¬a, ud,i , ur,i ) = 0 for
ud,i and ur,i from i-th data instance; we say that the counterfactual fairness is satisfied for the data instance. Therefore, we alter the objective function of DCEVAE by adding
a regularization Lf as the below:
min Lfair = LDCEVAE + βf Lf , max MD where
(14)


Lf = Eq(ud ,ur |a,xd ,xr ) ||pθ (y|a, ud , ur ) − pθ (y|¬a, ud , ur )||2
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We evaluate the performance on the causal estimation and
fairness task with following metrics used in CFGAN: Total effect, T E(a1 , a0 ) = P (ya1 ) − P (ya0 ), measures the
change likelihood of A from a0 to a1 on Y . Counterfactual effect, CE(a1 , a0 |o) = P (ya1 |o) − P (ya0 |o), is the total effect conditioned on the observation, o. A Logistic Regression (LR) and a Support Vector Machine (SVM) are
trained with generated datasets from the model, and their test
accuracy is calculated on the original dataset. Chi square
distance (χ2 ) indicates the similarity between the generated
and the real datasets (Daliri 2013).

Counterfactual Effect (CE)

Total Effect
Real Data
CausalGAN

.1936

CE error

o00

o01

o10

o11

.1785

.1266

.1293

.2023

-

Accuracy

χ2
(×10−2 )

LR

SVM

0

.8158

.8109

.1959±.0140 .1123±.0231 .1437±.0128 .1690±.0144 .2080±.0163 .1374±.0267 4.20±.08 .7805±.0220 .8126±.0026

CausalGAN-IC .2432±.0163 .1585±.0622 .1912±.0347 .2267±.0373 .2556±.0162 .2689±.0663 4.65±.21 .7994±.0141 .8049±.0129
CVAE
.1510±.0279 .1228±.0177 .1194±.0241 .1347±.0264 .1452±.0295 .1524±.0618 0.25±.01 .7945±.0040 .7886±.0064
CEVAE
.0954±.0036 .0951±.0066 .0843±.0017 .0921±.0044 .0972±.0041 .3399±.1664 0.18±.01 .7909±.0014 .7615±.0000
mCEVAE
.1480±.0160 .1296±.0858 .1166±.0422 .1340±.0431 .1543±.0164 .1790±.1190 0.26±.03 .7877±.0199 .7884±.0246
DCEVAE (ours).1831±.0011 .1871±.0086 .1574±.0054 .1673±.0068 .1878±.0010 .0923±.0071 0.27±.01 .8095±.0050 .7995±.0003

Table 1: The total effect and counterfactual effect of real and generated datasets (O = {race, native country}). CE error is
P
oij −o∗
ij
| with true CE, o∗ . The numbers in bold indicates the best performance, and the underlined numbers indicate
i,j∈{0,1} |
4
the second best performance.
We follows MaskGAN (Lee et al. 2019) to evaluate quality of counterfactually generated images: Semantic-level
Evaluation evaluates generated images by measuring the
preservation of the original values of xr . We trained a classifier with ResNet-18 (He et al. 2016) to examine the accuracy of xr in generated images. Distribution-level Evaluation measures the quality and the diversity of generated
images, and we used the Frechet Inception Distance (FID)
(Cao et al. 2013). Identity Preserving Evaluation evaluates the identity preservation ability, so we conducted a face
matching experiment for whole pairs of original and counterfactual images with ArcFace (Deng et al. 2019). We use
1, 544 pairs for Mustache and 10, 000 pairs for Smiling.

Figure 4: (Left axis) TE, Average of the absolute value of
CE, and χ2 (Chi-Square), (Right axis) Accuracy of LR and
SVM For fairly generated dataset. GT is ground truth.

Results
Causal Estimation and Fairness Task

Image Generation Task

Without the regularization of the fairness Lfair , we calculate
the total effect (TE) and the counterfactual effect (CE) of our
model and baselines in Table 1 for UCI Adult. DCEVAE estimates the total effect and the counterfactual effect close to
the original dataset through DCEVAE does not know the exact causal graph structure, unlike CausalGAN. CausalGAN
estimates the true TE and CE well, but CausalGAN-IC has
lower CE and TE estimation accuracies when the incomplete
causal graph is given. CEVAE has lower performance on TE
and CE estimations compared to DCEVAE, which is caused
by the latent variable in CEVAE with the correlated information from a to xd . Therefore, CEVAE maintains correlated
information even in the counterfactual prediction.
With the regularization of the fairness, Lfair , Figure 4
shows the results of fairness tasks for UCI Adult. The training datasets from CFGAN have high accuracy when LR and
SVM are selected as classifiers, and CFGAN has a low value
of TE and the average of CE. However, when an incomplete
graph is given, CFGAN-IC has the low accuracy of LR and
SVM, and the high values of TE and CE. In contrast to the
low reliability of CFGAN, DCEVAE has comparable accuracies, TE and CE to CFGAN without causal graph structure. Also, the variance of TE and CE from DCEVAE shows
the reliability compared to CFGAN.

We choose Mustache and Smiling as intervention variables
in the CelebA dataset. Our model and baselines generate the
counterfactual image by negating the value of the intervention variable. For example, if the real image has Mustache =
0, the counterfactual image should have Mustache = 1.
This section describes (1) the visualization of counterfactual images from our model and baselines; (2) the analysis of
the latent variables from each model; and (3) the quantitative
analysis for the image generation task.
Generated Counterfactual Images Figure 5 visualizes
the counterfactual images from the VAE based models for
the real image. VAE based models can infer the exogenous
variables from a specific real image. Counterfactual images
from DCEVAE preserve the identity of real images except
for the intervention variables. For example, female images
on the first row in Figure 5 are kept to be female while the
intervened Mustache (M ) is added. On the contrary, CVAE
makes images with Mustache, but its gender is altered. CEVAE creates blurry images because CEVAE separates the
decoders by the case of interventions, so a female image is
rarely given to training the decoder of M = 1.
mCEVAE also fails in generating images because the latent variable loses information as MMD enforces the latent
variables of M = 0 and M = 1 to be overlapped. Also, the
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Model

Attribute clssification accuracy (%)

Target

IP

FID

65.2±2.8
64.5±2.0
65.1±1.9
67.7±0.9

.26±.04
.29±.04
.23±.02
.33±.02

187.88±6.09
181.29±8.57
175.30±1.26
176.55±0.78

75.3±4.2
86.4±3.2
77.9±8.5
91.2±0.8

77.3±9.2
85.6±3.6
78.7±4.9
88.8±1.2

.42±0.17
.75±.07
.43±.21
.98±.01

187.88±6.1
181.29±8.57
175.30±1.26
176.55±0.78

69.3±0.9
72.2±3.6
76.4±3.3
72.8±4.4
71.8±2.4

65.9±1.2
66.9±2.8
72.5±6.9
68.2±2.3
66.4±2.1

.11±.01
.13±.02
.30±.35
.09±.01
.08±.02

106.14±1.16
141.94±3.60
192.11±93.46
139.80±2.72
145.9±2.89

WL

MSO

S

ML

E

B

NE

Y

CVAE
46.1±3.9
CEVAE
50.4
±0.5
Real
mCEVAE 44.3±4.5
DCEVAE 49.7±0.2

85.4±0.4
85.3±0.2
85.4±0.3
85.6±0.6

73.7±0.7
74.6±0.2
73.4±1.3
74.8±0.4

80.5±1.2
79.9±0.5
79.8±1.1
81.5±0.2

76.5±2.6
77.0±2.1
76.6±1.5
78.9±0.5

65.5±2.9
69.0±4.3
59.9±1.8
71.3±2.3

78.6±3.3
82.1±1.1
79.2±0.8
82.1±0.2

62.3±2.9
65.1±0.7
63.3±4.2
66.3±0.5

CVAE
CEVAE
mCEVAE
DCEVAE

48.5±2.0
50.4±0.3
47.5±2.3
50.1±0.2

93.5±2.2
96.7±1.4
93.7±1.4
93.8±1.3

95.1±2.7
95.4±2.0
94.7±3.1
95.1±1.1

92.3±1.9
92.8±3.4
92.1±1.2
94.7±0.9

85.8±2.4
89.0±4.9
84.7±2.2
93.9±0.7

75.2±7.0
88.3±1.4
65.8±2.0
92.0±1.8

86.0±6.1
93.8±1.1
87.1±3.5
95.1±0.7

CWGAN
DCGAN
BEGAN
DCGAN-IC
BEGAN-IC

55.9±1.6
51.2±0.4
50.9±1.8
50.9±1.0
51.6±1.1

93.9±1.0
81.5±5.7
94.1±3.1
80.2±3.3
89.9±1.7

75.1±2.2
66.6±3.5
73.8±6.7
62.7±2.9
60.6±1.4

85.5±1.0
75.6±6.5
89.0±5.7
71.0±1.9
82.1±3.2

62.5±1.2
63.5±3.6
69.2±8.1
63.9±3.0
62.2±1.6

85.6±0.9
78.1±3.8
82.4±2.7
75.1±5.9
75.9±3.2

81.3±2.3
88.6±3.3
83.6±9.1
89.6±2.7
86.2±3.7

Pair

Table 2: (1) Real: comparison between real images and generated counterfactual examples; Pair: comparison between reconstructed images and counterfactual images with the same latent values, (2) Target (Mustache) Accuracy, (3) Identity Preserving
(IP) scores (threshold= 0.2 for Real, and 0.6 for Pair), (4) The attribute classification accuracy for unaltered labels, (5) FID
Score (FID). The numbers in bold indicate the best performance, and the underlined numbers indicate that the second best
performance. (Here, M: Mustache; WL: Wearing Lipstick, MSO: Mouth Slightly Open, S: Smiling, ML: Male, E: Eyeglasses,
B: Bald, NE: Narrow Eyes, and Y: Young).
joint distribution of M = 1, Male = 1 and the joint distribution of M = 0, Male = 1 have a large overlapping area, so
mCEVAE can make counterfactual images with respect to
M = 1 for images with Male = 1, but not for images with
M = 0 and Male = 0, see Figure 5. It should be noted that
we did not include the GAN-based counterfactual generation
because the GAN variations cannot produce the counterfactual image matched to a given real-world image.

counterfactual images with label classifier accuracies,
Frechet Inception Distance (FID) score, and identity preserving (IP) metrics. Table 2 shows the result of counterfactual generation on Mustache. We compare the real and the
counterfactual generated images of VAE-based approaches.
DCEVAE has the highest attribute classification accuracies
for most of xr , so DCEVAE maintains the attribute of xr intact. Also, DCEVAE has the highest IP and low FID scores,
so the generated images are evaluated to be more natural than the other models. The generation of M ustache is
measured by a classifier accuracy, and CEVAE, mCEVAE,
and DCEVAE have similar accuracies. We compare reconstructed images and counterfactual images from VAEs and
GANs. Among all models, DCEVAE preserves attributes
causing Mustache, i.e. preserved Male attribute.

Conclusion
This paper disentangles the exogenous uncertainty into two
latent variables of 1) independent to interventions (ud ), and
2) correlated to interventions without causality (ur ). The
disentanglement of latent variables resolves the limitation
in previous works, including maintaining causality from the
intervention (a) and altering all correlated information for
counterfactual instances. We theoretically show that the covariance structure of DCEVAE is disentangled unlike prior
works. Our model, DCEVAE, estimates the total effect and
the counterfactual effect without a complete causal graph. In
experiments, we show that the performance of DCEVAE is
comparable with that of other models with and without the
complete causal graph for both applications including fair
classification and the counterfactual image generation.

Figure 5: (rows 1-3) Real images and its counterfactual images for Mustache from DCEVAE, CVAE, CEVAE, and
mCEVAE. (row 4) tSNE (Maaten and Hinton 2008) of latent
variables ur and ud from DCEVAE; u from CVAE, CEVAE,
and mCEVAE. Here, M = 0 (yellow) and M = 1 (blue).

Quantitative Analysis on Image Generation Task This
section shows the quantitative evaluations on generated
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